Praise for
Felipe Fernández-Armesto

‘Felipe Fernández-Armesto is one of the most brilliant historians currently at work. All his books are bravura displays of erudition, fizzing with seminal thoughts, original ideas and new syntheses of existing knowledge.’

Frank McLynn, Independent

‘He makes history a smart art.’

Victoria Glendinning, The Times

‘One of the most formidable political explicators of our time is undoubtedly Felipe Fernández-Armesto... His theses are never dull; indeed they are sometimes surprising and often memorably expressed.’

Jan Morris, New Statesman

‘He is in a class of his own for serious scholarship.’

John Bayley, Spectator

‘An Argonaut of an author, indefatigable and daring.’

Washington Post

‘...he has written a book of travels not unlike those of Marco Polo or of Sir John Mandeville, filled with marvels and sensations, rich in description and replete with anecdote. 1492 is a compendium of delights. Felipe Fernández-Armesto is a global voyager on a cultural and intellectual odyssey through one year.’

Peter Ackroyd, The Times
‘Fernández-Armesto’s chapters on the western Mediterranean are models of how to write popular history: accessible, provocative and full of telling detail.’

*Mail on Sunday on 1492*

‘I cannot remember having read anything as intellectually deft on so ambitious a subject...an enthralling and delightful read.’

*Lisa Jardine, Independent, on Truth: A History*

‘One of the most dazzlingly assured works of history I have read.’

*Sunday Telegraph on Millennium*

‘A tour de force of compilation and writing... Its central thesis is provocative, its range immense.’

*Financial Times on Millennium*

‘Startling comparisons and imaginative characterizations... Fernández-Armesto wanders around the globe and across 10,000 years of history putting things together that by conventional methods are always kept apart.’

*J. R. McNeill, New York Times Book Review, on Civilizations*

‘A mix of deep learning and rigorous argument, beautifully written...delightful and indispensable.’

*John Gray, Literary Review, on A Foot in the River*
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And as thought is imperishable – as it leaves its stamp behind it in the natural world even when the thinker has passed out of this world – so the thought of the living may have power to rouse up and revive the thoughts of the dead – such as those thoughts were in life ...

E. BULWER-LYTTON
The Haunted and the Haunters

What is Mind? No matter.
What is Matter? Never mind.

Punch (1863)